The Forever Friends Legacy Society was established in 2014 to recognize those closest friends of the organization who have chosen to name True Friends as a beneficiary of their estate plans. These beneficiary designations come in the form of wills, trusts, life insurance policies, retirement accounts or other trust arrangements where beneficiaries are named.

The goal of this group of donors, through its long-term financial commitment to True Friends, is to provide a substantial base of endowed funds from which earned investment income can provide a significant portion of the annual operating revenue for the organization. These endowed funds will be invested and managed by the True Friends Foundation.

As the organization embarks on new ventures to improve the quality of life for people with disabilities, the True Friends base of financial support must be broadened by finding more “heroes” with the heart and resources to help participants and their families. These heroes are members of our Forever Friends Legacy Society.

Christine Adolphson †
Ruth Anderson †
Mary F. Andresen
Shirley Andrews †
Anonymous (11)
Orvel † & Alice † Bakke
Paul † & Lois † Bangsberg
Jeff Bangsberg & Anita Boucher
Linda M. Bataglia
Stanley W. Becker †
Jeanette & Wesley † Berg
Janet † & Frank † Bigham
Joan Blanch †
Denise & Thomas Blizil
John and Donna Borne
Hilda Borscheid †
Donald † Olson & Anne Bowen-Olson
Adele & William Brellenthin
L.R. † & Neva † Brinkman
Rev. Janice Brosen
Doris † & Lawrence † Brumm
Evelyn Buckley †
Lucille N. Christianson
Elizabeth Cook †
Mable Coombs †
Ethel S. Corwin †
Robert Day †
Gerald Deeney †
Doris Deschene †
Helen Doherty
Gerald & Margaret Dokka
Marjorie Dowling Brown †
Ben & Rhoda Drake
Benjamin † & Clarice † Drake
William & Jane Dudley
Martin Ehlers †
Kent & Dawn Erdmann
Muriel & Leslie † Erickson
Darlene & Cyril Erkens
Lawrence T. Fallander †
Dorothy Feinberg †
Arthur † & Marie † Geer
Charles † & Ann † Golden
Jean Grossman & Charles Heibel
Richard & Mabeth Gyllstrom
Rebecca Hafner-Fogarty & Jerry Fogarty
Paul & Karen Hansen
Eleanor Hanson †
Melvin & Dorothy † Heckt
Bernt & Suzin Helgaas
Steffen & Janet Helgaas
Katharine Hill & Christopher Matthews

† Indicates deceased members
Ray & Barbara Thomes
Anders Thompson †
Linda Tillman & Tim Hjelmeland
Vernon M. Tischler
John & DeDe Tollefsrud
Jeri & Scott † Veldman
George Vosen †
Gary & Nancy Wagner
Lillian F. Wallace †
Robert Webster †
Pat & Ann Welch
Mary Ellen Wells & William Arendt
Mary † & Richard † Wesley
Sandra M. Wilkens
Paul † & Elenor † Wilkinson
Helen † & George † Wipplinger